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The Three Tenets of Theosophy
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and Colonel Henry
Steel Olcott formed the Theosophical Society in
1875 under the direction of the Eastern
Masters of Wisdom and Harmony. It was
agreed that the society would have three basic
tenets, which are still agreed upon even today.
They are as follows:

(1) To form a nucleus of the universal
brotherhood of humanity, without distinction of
race, creed, sex, caste or color.
(2) To encourage the comparative study of
religion, philosophy, and science.
(3) To investigate unexplained laws of nature
and the powers latent in humanity.
In my opinion, humanity is still struggling in
the establishment of all three tenets as listed
above. We have made strides with the first
tenet, to some degree, by forming the United
Nations. We have made lesser strides in the
second tenet due to our sectarian views about
religion, philosophy, and yes, science. We do
not allow for the free flow of information about
comparitive scientific views from all nations to
the common people. The internet is helping in
some measure to get more information out.
We are in many ways, a primative people.
The third tenet has suffered the most, and has
been the least fulfilled by us. Due to our biases
in religion, philosophy, science, and politics, we
have not sought out the hidden latent powers
in humanity. Instead, we tend to substitute
technology and other devices to compensate
for them. Every technological invention is an
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outward copy of inner spiritual, mental, and
physical function of a human being. Some are
very obvious. The sewer systems are like our
intestines and excretion organs. The internet
imatates the the one universal consciouness of
the earth itself.
The Technological Misdirection
Rather than developing our telepathic abilities,
we use the cell phone or texting. Ultimately, the
technocrats who are doing social engineering
believe that the integration of the human brain
with electrical devices is the final answer. They
see the future humanity as a Cyborg creature
consisting of both human and electrical
components.
The series Star Trek: The Next Generation
amply demonstrated the negative results of a
race of Cyborgs, known as the Borg, who tried
to assimilate a
whole universe of
human beings, to
be under their
domination. Their
downfall was that
they evolved a
hive mindset and
ultimately became
subject to the dictation of a single central
processing unit. Whoever controlled the central
processor controlled all of the Borg. Change
the central command and you defeat the Borg,
which is what happened when they
reprogrammed the “
s
l
eep”command into the
central processor. The whole army of Borg
warriors fell asleep allowing the crew of the
Enterprise to destroy the Borg cube ship.

We see a similar and yet circular argument
with the series Battlestar Galactica in which a
race of human created
robots, known as the
Cylons, evolve and
turn on humanity in a
great
war,
nearly
annihilating the whole
human race. The twist
to this story is that
ultimately the Cylons
begin
to
make
themselves look and
feel human, to the point; they think that they
are human.

The Shadow Knows
The shadow archetype is the censored, hidden
from consciousness, projection of the truth, in
such as a way as to hide it right in front of our
eyes and under our noses. Like they say, if you
want to hide something valuable, hide it in
plain sight. Our culture, due to its sciences and
religions, suppresses the Gnostic truth that our
Higher Selves are Divine. It must express itself
as evil in order to gain entrance into our
culture collectively. Thus, enters the current
vampire popularity through films and literature
such as the Twilight craze.

Artists are the Vehicles of the Archetypes
The archetypes, a term first used by Dr. Carl
G. Jung, refers to the universal psycho spiritual
patterns existing in all of humanity. The
mythologies of our cultures always express
these archetypes and their current relationship
through our artists. We see this in our poetry,
music, films, and literature. For example, Jung
pointed out that the twentieth century Catholic
doctrine of the “
Assumption of Mary” i
nt
o
heaven, was an attempt of the collective
unconscious of Western people to correct the
lopsided view of Deity as only being masculine.
The Divine Feminine was attempting to assert
herself back into the consciousness of Western
culture.
What are some of the archetypes expressing to
day? I will tell you. Look at the popularity of
super heroes and vampires. They are the
expression, albeit a strained expression, of the
image of deity in every human being trying to
assert itself into the consciousness of modern
humanity.
Because mainstream Christian religion forbids
the development of occult powers, and denies
the deity of humanity along with the material
sciences, the archetypal truths about who we
really are becomes censored by the collective
unconscious into two forms of expression:
vampires and superheroes.

Vampires are immortal, they can fly, they have
incredible strength, they can walk through
walls, change their form, and they drink the
blood of the living. However, they must only be
allowed to exist as evil creatures. On the other
side is the super hero phenomenon. They can
fly, the have incredible strength, they have xray vision, they are immortal, and they come
from another planet, or is it heaven? Neither of
these two twisted archetypes is allowed to be
direct expressions of humanity, yet they are.
Virtual Reality
Virtual reality is the physical world according to
Plato,
quantum
physics,
and
Eastern
philosophy. Yet, since the invention of cyber
space, the Internet has created an illusion
within the illusion. People have cyber
relationships, own imaginary cyber farms with
electronic livestock, and are under the illusion

that they are communicating with other
humans when many times they are not. As
great as an invention as the Internet is, and I
love it too, it is an illusion to let it take the
place of your occult development. You must
still take the time to meditate, do your yoga,
and
develop
the
lower
personalities
relationship to your Higher Self. From a holistic
health standpoint, you should also do daily
exercises for your physical vehicles health.
Finally, realize that you can fly, you can walk
through walls, you can change your form, you
are immortal, you can talk to angels, you can
heal your diseases, and that the world is your
virtual
nursery
school for baby
gods. The Higher
Self has all these
abilities, and you
must unite with
it to obtain these
powers.
The
choice is yours.
Will
you
be
deceived by a
cyber
illusion
within the universal illusion or will you find the
immortal actual world of the Higher Self?
Perhaps then, the three tenets of Theosophy
will finally be reached or what Plato called
Good, Truth, and Beauty.
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